
Leveraging Data for 
Visibility & Impact 

 
 

How Actionable Data Can Drive Results in Your 
Revenue Cycle 



Objectives 

 

• Build a data collection strategy that drives action and 

ultimately results  

• Establish a plan to utilize data to reduce self-pay bad 

debt, insurance claim write-offs, and days in AR  

• Create a culture of continuous improvement utilizing 

data as the foundation  
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Agenda 
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• Market Overview 

 

• Key Revenue Cycle Data Leverage Points 

– Denials Prevention 

– Bad Debt Assessment 

– Revenue Integrity Review 

 

• Samaritan Approach using data to assess and create a 

plan 

 

 

 

 



 

“It is a capital 

mistake to 

theorize before 

one has accurate 

data.” 

                 
Arthur Conan Doyle 
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Changing Patient Populations 

• We feel that flat volume is, in fact, the new normal.1 

 

 

• As more care shifts from inpatient to ambulatory settings, 
projections estimate 17% growth in outpatient services, where 
hospitals already generate more than half of their revenue.2 

 

• Hospitals are functioning in the expense realities of a fee for 
service model while trying to prepare for a preventative based 
revenue model 

 
 

 

1 Standard and Poors, 2013 
2 Modern Healthcare “Shift to Outpatient Care”, 08/09/2013 
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Healthcare Reform Impacts 
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Revenue 
Cycle 

Imperatives 

* Illustration adapted from HFMA Revenue Cycle Excellence presentation on Reform Impacts 

INCREASED 

COVERAGE 
PAYMENT CUTS 

Eligibility Processes 
Patient Liability Collections 
Patient Care Management 

Denials Management 
Charge Capture 
Appropriate Level of Care 
Population Cost Management 

Improve 
Performance 

and 
Efficiency 



Dramatically Different Payer Behavior 

• ACA is expected to contribute to a retail healthcare world 
where patients will begin to think of themselves as 
consumers 

• The less expensive exchange options will result in higher 
BAI; not to mention those who choose the penalty for not 
selecting a plan, or those who wait to visit the hospital 
before signing up 

• Healthcare consumers pay more than twice as slowly as 
commercial payers, and their accounts require more 
manual intervention 

• The future individual exchange population will likely be 
more difficult to collect from given they are apt to have 
lower credit scores and fewer household assets 
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Changing Marketplace 
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• New players in the marketplace 

 

• New players are better positioned to be nimble and 

focused on wellness 

 

http://www.walgreens.com/images/walgreens_logos/Walgreens_Corner_W_Flag.zip
http://www.walgreens.com/topic/mobile/apps/learn_about_mobile_apps.jsp?ban=home_nav
http://www.walgreens.com/topic/mobile/apps/learn_about_mobile_apps.jsp?ban=home_nav


“Out-of-pocket costs increased 4.1% to 
$320 billion last year.” 
            

“Privately insured patients shouldered 
16.3% of their healthcare costs out of 

their own pockets last year” 
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Impact of Increased Patient Liability 
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• Healthcare consumers pay more than twice as slowly as 
commercial payers, and their accounts require more manual 
intervention” 1 

 

 

• The less expensive exchange options will result in higher BAI; 
…….those who choose the penalty for not selecting a plan or 
those who wait to visit the hospital before signing up 1 

 

• Moving from 95% of reimbursement expected from payers 
and 5% expected from patients to 93% expected from payers 
and 7% expected from patients can put $10M of cash 
reimbursement at risk for a $500M net revenue hospital 
organization 

 

 

 

McKinsey’s study Hospital Revenue Cycle Operations: Opportunities Created by ACA May 2013 

 

 



Denials Environment 

• “We’ve seen the denials problem increasing …..not 
really by leaps and bounds but more incrementally,” says 
Barry Franklin, chief financial officer of Parma (Ohio) 
Community General Hospital. “It’s always a problem—
when payments are short by $100 here and a $1,000 
there, pretty soon you’re talking about real money.”1 

 

• 34.5% of respondents say the problem with getting paid 
on the first attempt by managed care carriers is getting 
worse2  

 

• “upward trend in denials across the board for the first 
time since 2008”3 

 
1Hospital and Health Networks, “Taking the Offense Against Claim Denials” May 2007 

2Managed Care Information Center, Executive Report on Managed Care , 2010 
3 AMA National Insurer Report Card 2012 
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RAC Pause 
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• In early February  memo from Chief Administrative Law 

Judge Nancy Griswold detailing a more than 460,000 

appealed claims backlog and a suspension of assigning 

new ALJ hearing dates for the next two years. 

• Over 100 lawmakers sent a letter to CMS requesting 

“swift reform” of the  RAC audit program 

– Referenced a November 2012 Office of Inspector General report 

that found 72% of inpatient appeals that reach the third level of 

the Medicare appeals process are overturned in favor of the 

hospital.  

• On February 19th, CMS announced a “pause” to RAC 

requests until new contractors are chosen.  

 

 



Denial Prevention  
13 



Shifting Description of Revenue Cycle 
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The case for Denial Prevention 
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• Denial Benchmarks as a % of Gross Revenue: 

 US Hospital Average:       11% 

 Best Practice         <5% 

 

• Cost to Collect  

 (Total Rev Cycle Cost/Total Cash Collected) 

 US Hospital Average:   2.76% 

 Best Practice       1.5% 

 

 

  

Reduction in initial denials can have a significant impact on cost to collect 



Denial Prevention Defined 
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• Denial Prevention is a shift from a system designed to 

“work” denials to a system that is designed to provide 

meaningful data into the organization in order to identify 

the rejections that can be prevented and to take 

meaningful action in improving upfront revenue cycle 

processes 

 

• Denial Prevention recognizes that not all denials are 

preventable and provides a focused approach to 

ongoing management of those denials identified as 

unavoidable 



Rejection Prevention  

Balanced Focus 
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Internal Edits 

“Denials” 
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t 



How do most hospitals use their 

resources? 

• Common Practices 
– UR responsible for retro 

clinical denials 

– Infrequent or Inconsistent 
clinical resources involved 
in denial management 

– Billers responsible for 
denials 

– Denials sent back to front-
end rev cycle departments 
to work 

– All denials initially 
reviewed by entry level 
billing/follow-up teams 
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Denials Prevention Requirements 
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Build a 
dedicated team 

Implement a 
process 

designed to 
capture data 

Report and 
take action on 

the data 



Denial Prevention Team 
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• Primary Focused Team of experts comprised of: 

– Separate Management in Business Office 

– Nurse Auditors 

– Accounts Receivable/Billing Specialists 

– Inpatient/Outpatient Coders 

– Clerical Support Specialists 

• Secondary resources 

– Legal Support 

– Medical Director 

 



Denials Prevention Team - Process 

• A process must be in place between “AR 

Technical Staff” and “Clinical Staff” –  

– Physical proximity of the technical and clinical team 

– Delivery of clinical denials to clinical staff (paper vs. 

electronic) 

• Nurse Audit request (explanation of problem) 

• RAs/EOBs/UBs 

• Medical records 
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Typical Working but Complicated 

Denial Management Program    
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Real Rejection Prevention Process 
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Data Capture 

• Clinicians are data driven 

• Denials data provides feedback about processes from an 

external source 

• Patient care has already been provided and cost has 

incurred providing incentive for clinical department 

engagement 

• Denials have a clear financial value 

• The Denials Prevention Team must be trained to capture 

accurate Root Cause Data in an actionable way 
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Measurements 

• HFMA MAP Keys 

– Initial Denial Rate – Zero Pay 

– Initial Denial Rate – Partial Pay 

– Denials Overturned by Appeal 

– Denial Write-offs as a Percent of Net Revenue 

• Breakout Avoidable Denials vs Unavoidable 

• Report and Trend Data 

– Total 

– By Payer 

– By Service Line 
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Measurements 

• Denials are a starting place, including a focus on charge 

capture will uncover other issues 

• Charge Capture issues have also increased with new 

HIS system implementations 

– 6% net revenue impact during first year of system conversion 

• Charge Capture Measurements 

– Late Charges – identifies lack of control in process 

– Missing Charges – through technology or audit 

 



Root Cause Analysis 
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Scheduling/
Registration

Admission

Case 
Management

Charge Capture

Coding Billing

Procurement 
Process for 
Supplies/
Pharmacy

Pricing and 
Managed Care 

Contracting

Insurance 
Follow-up

Patient 
Responsibility 

Follow-up

Requires:
· Insurance accurately 

identified
· Patients have 

appropriate coverage
· Services are authorized
· Patient understand 

financial liability

Requires:
· Accurate Patient 

Status
· Secured Verified 

Authorization

Requires:
· Identification of 

ability to pay
· Enrollment in  

funding programs
· Technology to 

ensure cost 
effective  small 
balance collection

· Payment plan 
options

Requires:
· Contract Terms shared 

with Patient Finance 
-  stop loss
-  carve outs 
- reimbursement 
methods/levels 

Requires:
· Focused payer specialists
· Focused Denial 

Management Specialists
· Process for identifying 

and reviewing 
underpayments -  

Requires:
· Specialists
· Flexible resource pool 

of certified coders
· Ongoing Education

Requires:
· Accurate CDM
· Controlled process for 

billing supplies/
pharmacy

· Accurate EHR and clinical 
systems

· Department knowledge 
of charge rules



Data Sample – “The Overall” 
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Data Sample – “Top 10” 
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Denials Reasons  - Top 10 Accounts Charges % 
Charges 

 Denied $ % of 
Total 

Denied 

Recovered 
$ 

% 
Recover

ed 

Incorrect processing 
information  

770 $9,755,604 16% $6,045,112 23% $5,251,98
7 

28% 

Duplicate claim / service 1422 $13,634,517 22% $5,211,648 20% $4,803,57
1 

26% 

 Information needed from 
patient / insured 

339 $3,200,299 5% $2,675,910 10% $1,230,63
2 

7% 

Claim lacks information for 
adjudication 

617 $4,560,782 7% $1,785,420 7% $1,711,19
3 

9% 

Cannot identify patient as 
insured 

474 $1,876,171 3% $1,237,978 5% $477,154 3% 

Submission / billing error 127 $2,166,302 4% $1,053,960 4% $884,044 5% 

Service not covered 256 $1,651,658 3% $876,702 3% $805,630 4% 

No authorization 84 $1,409,087 2% $723,682 3% $553,914 3% 

Authorization incorrect 127 $1,252,651 2% $674,920 3% $421,264 2% 

 Coordination of Benefits 219 $994,479 2% $431,500 2% $390,348 2% 



Data Sample – “Top 10 by Root Cause and 

Detail Reason” 
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• Insert sections of Pages 10 and 11 



Preventable Rejections 

Reason Denied Amount Recovered 
Sample 
Preventable 

Authorization incorrect  $                674,920  $           421,264 100% 

Cannot ID patient as insured  $             1,237,978  $           447,154 90% 

COB  $                431,500  $           390,348 90% 

Claim lacks necessary information  $             1,785,420  $       1,711,193  80% 

• Prior Authorization Root Cause 

– Medicaid Eligibility Enrollment Process 

– Non-entry of Authorization number on claim form 
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Overall Denials by Physician: All Denials 

Inventory 
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Top Denied Physician by Dollars Top Denied Physician by Volume 

Doctor 1 83 $540,506.57 

Doctor 2 40 $165,191.05 

Doctor 3 19 $108,880.27 

Doctor 4 25 $108,110.74 

Doctor 5 10 $102,730.44 

Doctor 1 83 $540,506.57 

Doctor 6 60 $13,059.45 

Doctor 7 51 $10,008.04 

Doctor 8 50 $8,585.22 

Doctor 9 43 $7,140.78 

Addressing process issues with one physician can reduce 
the denials by 50% in dollars and 30% in volume versus 

broad education for an entire group. 
For this client the issue centered around the 

precertification process between the physician office and 
the hospital.  



Denials by Payer 
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- Reviewing insurance denials by payer 
class leads to action 
- Internal education programs for upstream 

revenue cycle teams on payer specific 
requirements 

- System updates to prevent future denials or 
put controls in place in the process 

- Data for payer contract negotiations for 
building better relationships with payer 
liaisons 

- Denial rates 

- Payment cycle times 

- Limits on volume of defense audits 

 

 

 



Payer Report Card 
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Tracking Denials by Payer 

BLUE 
CROSS 
51% 

MEDICAID 
15% 

MEDICAR
E 

25% 

MNGD 
CARE 

9% 

COMM 
0% 

Denials by Payor Class 

Payor Class Accou

nts 

Charges Posted Denials Recovered  

BLUE CROSS 2403 $20,922,789 $13,202,777 $  10,370,364.85 

MEDICAID 1811 $12,150,579 $3,841,250 $    1,104,424.97 

MEDICARE 1564 $19,874,414 $6,342,072 $    4,242,096.65 

MNGD CARE 936 $7,764,102 $2,443,274 $    2,755,861.72 

COMM 79 $336,604 $2,206 $          62,956.87 

Grand Total 6793 $61,048,488 $25,831,579 $  18,535,705.06 
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Denials by Payer Provided Reason Code 
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Incorrect processing 
information  

29% 

Duplicate claim / service 
25% Information 

needed from 
patient / insured 

13% 

Claim lacks 
information for 

adjudication 
9% 

Cannot identify patient as 
insured 

6% 

Submission / billing error 
5% 

Service not covered 
4% 

No authorization 
4% 

Authorization incorrect 
4% 

Coordination of Benefits 
3% Denial Reasons for Payer A 



Denials by Payer 
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Bad Debt Assessment 
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“Change is only necessary if  survival is 

mandatory.” 
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Bad Debt Data Collection and Analysis 

• Key Dashboard Metrics 

• HFMA MAP Keys 

– Bad debt write-offs as a percentage of gross patient service 

revenue 

• Measure overall and by service line 

– Charity Care as a percentage of gross patient service revenue 

– Charity Care as a percentage of uncompensated care 

• Uncompensated care = bad debt + charity care 
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Data Collection and Analysis 
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• New data collection and analysis focuses on improving 

and “tweaking” processes for incremental improvement  

• Moves beyond the map keys and looks at key control 

points or “switches” in the process 

• Can be overwhelming when mapping out all of the 

places to measure and track data and the key to success 

in improvement is focus and consistency of reporting 

 

 



Data Collection and Analysis 

• Bad Debt Transfer Date 

– Aging of accounts that are transferred to bad debt 

– Tracked separately by self-pay and BAI patients 

– Best practice is 120 days post discharge for self-pay and 120 

days + insurance AR for BAI patients 

– An average placement age over 120 days can signal 

breakdowns in the self-pay and insurance follow up processes 

• Look at by payer class 

• Look at by CSR/Alpha split 
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Example of Reporting 

0
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Data Collection and Analysis 

• Return Adjustment Reason Codes 

• When items are returned from bad debt, data should be 

collected to determine reason account was sent to bad 

debt 

– Insurance identified 

– Charity Care identified 

– Patient satisfaction adjustment 

• This data should be included in a standard revenue cycle 

dashboard for revenue cycle teams 
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Example – Adjust Team Structure 

Self-Pay Team Structure 

– Balance after insurance team 

– True uninsured team – different skillset 

Results 

– Increase in identification of Medicaid and Charity care eligibility 

through billing process 

– 4% of self-pay converted to Medicaid during billing process 

• This will vary depending on state Medicaid requirements but it is 

important to focus on eligibility even if it can only cover future visits 
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Using Bad Debt Data 

• Analysis of Bad Debt can identify the following revenue 

cycle issues 

– Front-end 

• Registration 

• Authorization 

• Financial Counseling 

– Back-end 

• Self-pay follow-up process 

• Insurance Follow-up process 

• Balance after insurance follow up process 
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Example – AR Process 

• Data shows increase in patients with Blue Cross primary 

being returned from bad debt 

• Review of data shows increase in line item denials from 

payer 

• Improvement 

– Education to AR follow-up team 

– Data collected on payer report card to show unpublished denial 
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Data Collection and Analysis 

• Frequent Fliers 

– Self-pay: Over a 12 month period, create a histogram of self-pay 

patients based on number of visits to the hospital 

 

– Balance after insurance: Over a 12 month period, create a 

histogram of BAI patients in bad debt based on number of 

accounts written off to bad debt 

 

• Helps to determine where to start in managing your 

uninsured and underinsured frequent fliers 
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Example Reporting 

Histogram 
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Example – Frequent Fliers 

Number of 
Accounts 

Number of 
Patients 

1 11267 
2 15673 

3 8024 

4 13503 

5 12497 

6 5082 
7 3295 

8 432 
9 1304 

10 902 
11+ 1952 

Financial Counselors 

• Proactive Program to contact these 

patients 

• Engage in multitude of strategies 

– Identify patients next appt 

– Field representatives 

– Identify alternative coverage options 

or payment plans 

• Results 

– 26% of these patients provided 

secondary coverage, payment and 

balance alternatives 
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Collect Data Along the Way 

Collect payment response rates at each step 

 

1 30 60 90 120 

Statement 
mailed 

Courtesy 
Call 

Day 2 
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Outbound call made every 5 days 
 

Statement 
mailed 

Statement 
mailed 

Statement 
mailed 

Statement 
mailed 



Example – Make It Easy 

Data Shows 

• High partial payment 

rate on third 

statement 

• Average partial 

payment $48 

• Average balance on 

accounts with partial 

payment $326 

• Patient phone survey 

 

Process Change 

• Initial statements 

printed with payment 

plan option 

• Patient can check off 

payment plan and send 

in initial payment 

• Impact: Incremental 

increase in payment 

percentage on first 

statement 
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Revenue Integrity 
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Charge Capture Analysis 

• Charge Reconciliation 

 

• Identification of Lost Charges 

 

• Late Charges 

 

• Department Ownership  

Healthcare Finance News April 9, 2012 



Data Collection & Reconciliation 

• Trending overall monthly revenues  

– By department 

– Procedure 

– Location 

– Type 

 

• Consider Significant Events 

– Conversion 

– Acquisition 

– New Department 

– Closed Department  



The Devil is in the Detail 
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• Charge-capture process walk-thru 

– Clinical protocols and service delivery – translating that into 

charge capture.   

 

• When variations are identified drill into the detail 

– Compare  similar encounters, patient types and procedures 

– Trend ICD and CPT assignment and compare charges 

– Evaluate E&M assignment, CMS indicates there should be a bell 

curve 

 

• Investigate registrations with no charges 

 



Lost Charges 
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• Subsystem linkage 

 

• EHR Structure Analysis 

 

• 3rd Party Contract Analysis 
 

• Evaluate all departments for potential lost revenue 

 

• Focus on: 
– High stress/severity of illness areas 

– Labor intensive processes 

 



Late Charges - Measurement 
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• HFMA MAP KEY 

– Late charges as % of total charges 

– Measures revenue capture efficiency 

– Charges with post date greater than 3 days from service date / 

total gross charges 



Cost of a Late Charge 
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• Rework to the 

individual department, 

to PFS and the 

patient –as they get 

corrected bills/EOBs 

• Reprocessing the 

claim 

 

• Loss of rapid, 

predictable cash from 

the payers 

• Lost productivity, lost 

revenue, decreased 

patient satisfaction 



Departmental Ownership 
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• Automation is the best way to ensure adequate charge 

capture 

• Where there is not automation, accountability and 

ensuring the clinical department understands  the 

implication of “lost charges” 

• Concurrent and retrospective audits can identify patterns 

and trends and help you get at the root cause and 

provide education 

• Billing algorithms call help ensure missing charges are 

identified before the bill is dropped 



Accurate Charge Capture Improves Patient 

Satisfaction 
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• Pricing Transparency 

 

• Elimination of Billing Errors 

 

• Accurate Assessments of Patient Liability 

 

• Maintain staffing to support optimal clinical care 

 

Measure, apply, perform.  MAP award winners use data to identify 

opportunities and optimize performance.  HFM September 2014 



Samaritan Approach 



Kym Clift, Vice President Revenue Cycle 

• Samaritan Health Services 

– Demographics 

• Evaluating the current state 

• Key metrics and processes 

• Using data to initiate change 

• Measuring results 



Questions……………………………………. 
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